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Buxton is a place to revive, recharge and revitalise.
It's a place to refresh yourself with the purest mineral water flowing from the 
Peak District, and a place to drink in the cleanest air on top of the highest moor. 
A place to refresh your body in a truly world class spa, and to refresh your heart and soul  
in the creative mayhem at some of the biggest and best festivals in the country.

A refreshingly cultured and down-to-earth place, where everyone is made welcome. 
Buxton is refreshingly vibrant. Refreshingly beautiful. Refreshingly friendly. 
Refreshingly connected. Refreshingly down to earth.
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Welcome to the brand toolkit for Buxton
Buxton is not a brand (despite the name of this document). It’s a living, breathing, exciting, 
chaotic, relaxing, contradictory, vibrant, real-life place, and we're celebrating that.

This toolkit is not just about giving you a logo to put on things, although that will be helpful. 
It's about the exciting and contagious idea that Buxton is a really refreshing place, and it's about how 
we can best share that idea with as many people as possible.

The first part expands on this idea, giving a sense of the place. It outlines some characteristics and 
key messages to keep in mind when writing or talking about Buxton. These are really simple, true 
themes and the idea is that you can share them, and keep sharing them, in a natural, unforced way. 
They're not a script to be repeated, they're the inspiration for a script.

The second part gives some guidance on the visual part of our brand – logo, fonts and colours. 

From the whole toolkit, the most important thing to keep in mind is that we share the idea 
that Buxton is a refreshing place. It's a place that refreshes, revives and restores all those 
who visit and spend time here.

This work is building on the 2019 Visitor Economy Strategy.

Welcome R
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Words
What is Buxton like? 
What are we telling visitors?
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What is Buxton like?

R
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Our proposition to visitors
Buxton is a place to revive, recharge and revitalise.

It's a place to refresh yourself with the purest mineral water flowing from the Peak District, 
and a place to drink in the cleanest air on top of the highest moor. A place to refresh your 
body in a truly world class spa, and to refresh your heart and soul in the creative mayhem 
at some of the biggest and best festivals in the country.

A refreshingly cultured and down-to-earth place, where everyone is made welcome. 
Buxton is refreshingly vibrant. Refreshingly friendly. Refreshingly beautiful.  
Refreshingly connected. Refreshingly down to earth.

Refreshingly Buxton.

What is Buxton like?
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What is Buxton like?

Our elevator pitch
How refreshing! In so many ways – the pure water, the clean air, the Peak District, 
the culture, the escape, the connectedness, the warmth and friendliness. I can 
return refreshed and revitalised in body and spirit after a break here.

Our positioning
A refreshing difference from the potentially more buttoned-up English spa towns. 
Culturally, refreshingly more to offer than other Peak District towns. In many ways, 
Buxton is closer to Berlin or Brighton than Bakewell. Really.

R
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Our characteristics
We're friendly and welcoming. 
The wealth of heritage and culture doesn't go to our heads. 
We're not exclusive; everyone's welcome here. 

We're spirited, independent. 
Culturally and creatively buzzing. Different. 
A tiny bit eccentric.

We're relaxing, reviving and revitalising. 
Other ways of saying refreshing. Calm, but not a retreat. 
People come here to reconnect, to recharge. 

RWhat is Buxton like?
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What are we telling visitors?

R
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What are we telling visitors?

How to use our key messages
Our key messages are based on our proposition and characteristics. They are 
best considered as Buxton themes. When we write and talk about the place, 
we use them as consistent, simple guiding thoughts.

They can also be considered as guidance beyond communication, to help guide 
our planning, behaviours and actions around things that are typically Buxton.

For example, it would be a more effective expression of our friendly and welcoming 
key message to put lovely large "Welcome" mats in as many cafés, pubs or shops 
as we can, and then sharing photos of those on all our social media channels, 
rather than just tweeting about how welcoming we are.

So in this kind of way, where possible, we show and live our characteristics 
and key messages, rather than just tell them.

R
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

1. Refreshing.
This one word captures the spirit of Buxton. Buxton refreshes your body, heart, mind and 
soul. It's a place that's refreshingly different from pretty much anywhere else. 
All our other key messages are just different ways of expressing this.

When we talk about how refreshing Buxton is, we can use words like "reconnect", 
"restore", "revive" and "revitalise". We can talk about Buxton culture and festivals 
refreshing your soul or the really refreshing welcome you get when you visit here 
or the refreshing air of the Peak District – it's all refreshingly Buxton.

R



R
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

1a. Refreshing water.
In brand awareness terms, you could say that Nestlé have raised the profile of 
Buxton better than anyone. Other spa towns have mineral water, but none as 
high profile as ours. This gives us a great foundation to build on.

So, we talk about our unique and peerless water. How it is incredibly pure. How it 
comes from deep under the Peak District hills, and helps shape the landscape and 
the town. How you can super-sustainably fill up your own bottle at St. Ann(e)'s Well. 
And how you can actually bathe in it, in the wonderful new Buxton Crescent 
hotel and spa.

R



Refreshing

©
 Phil Sproson
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

1b. Refreshing culture.
Buxton overflows with art and culture. That’s such a gift for visitors. Even at the 
quieter times of year, we can still share stories about it; either what's been on here, 
or what's coming up here. We can talk about our culture in different ways for different 
audiences - opera for some, sweaty basement stand-up comedy for others.

Other places have cultural offers of course, but what's special about ours is the 
openness, and the location. Our culture isn't exclusive; everyone's welcome. 
And we've a world class Opera House, Museum, Festival and Fringe, but they're  
high up in the hills, in the middle of nowhere. That's refreshing!

R
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

1c. Refreshing outdoors.
It's not just the water that's pure here. You can drink in the air too. 
The outdoors and countryside is so close that it's a distinctive feature 
of the town itself. When we talk about Buxton, we include the wild hills, 
nature and landscape around here.

We talk about closeness to nature. Reconnection to the natural world. 
Wildlife, nature and the environment. And not just in broad terms. 
We can be more particular, sharing stories about wildlife we've seen, 
walks we know and perfect spots for picnics. 

R



Refreshing
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

2. Buxton is the ideal base for the Peak District.
This may seem obvious, but it's a really key message that we want to keep sharing. 
Buxton is simply the best place to base yourself when visiting the Peak District.

Almost every town and village in, near or no-where near the Peak District makes 
a claim to be ‘the gateway to’ or ‘the heart of’, but no-where else is as central, and 
has the combination of heritage, facilities and attractions that Buxton has. 

It doesn’t really matter if we talk of Buxton as being “the gateway to...”,  “...in the 
heart of” or “the capital of”, the important thing is that we just keep reminding 
people that Buxton is THE place to base yourself for the Peak District.

Of course, we're talking about the Peak District as a region here, not the specific 
boundaries of the National Park – which is still only an half hour walk up from 
Pavilion Gardens to the boundary at Ladmanlow.

R



Refreshing

©
Visit Peak District & Derbyshire
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

3. Buxton is the best of both worlds.
This is a very powerful message to share with potential visitors. It means that Buxton 
is a place where you don't have to choose between the wild beauty of the outdoors and 
the more cosmopolitan, comfortable attractions of town (quality accommodation and 
dining, theatre and cinema, pubs, cafés and shops). In Buxton, you can have both. 
With everything so close to hand, you can have a really sustainable break too – 
no need to rely on a car.

It means you can be high on the moor by day, and down in a comedy club by 
night. You don't have to rough it to enjoy the best of the UK landscape, or be 
stuck in a congested city to enjoy world class culture. It's Wellies and Wagner. 
Cagoules and Kanye.

R



©
 Explore Buxton
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

4. Buxton is friendly and welcoming.
This is a message that will come pretty naturally, as it's one of our defining 
characteristics. We already are friendly and welcoming. We just need to keep 
this coming through our communications and behaviours.

As outlined on p12, this a great example of a message that can be particularly 
effectively expressed through our actions, as well as our words.

R



 

©
H
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

5. Buxton is spirited and independent.
This is another of our defining characteristics. We are spirited and independent by 
nature. We are also perhaps just a tiny bit eccentric. After all, there's an Opera House 
in the middle of nowhere, a fantastically full-on fringe and carnival, and one of the 
highest markets in the UK that you have to go downhill from the surrounding 
countryside to get to. And let’s not even start on Well Dressing.

All this, of course, is very attractive for visitors. The last thing we want to do is 
make Buxton more “normal”. Instead, we want to keep sharing the stories about 
– and supporting – the things that are spirited, independent and a little bit potty.

R
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What are we telling visitors?

Our key messages

6. Buxton is relaxing, reviving and revitalising.
This is the last message based on our characteristics. Essentially, it's other ways 
of saying refreshing, but the specific message here is the answer to the question 
"why should I visit Buxton?"

Why? To take some time. To relax. Revive. Revitalise. Reconnect. Restore. Recharge. 
And of course, refresh – your body, mind, soul, and spirit. That’s all at the heart of 
what makes a holiday, a break, a visit; and we've everything here in Buxton to make 
it happen. Let's keep sharing that message with everyone.

R





R

Key messages summary

1.  Buxton is refreshing: through water, 
culture and the outdoors.

2.  Buxton is the ideal base for 
the Peak District.

3. Buxton is the best of both worlds.
4. Buxton is friendly and welcoming.
5. Buxton is spirited and independent.
6.  Buxton is relaxing, reviving 

and revitalising.
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Pictures
Logos 
Graphic assets 
Examples of identity in use

Part 2
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Logos

R
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How to use our logos.
Our logos are the visual expression of our proposition and key messages. We use them to 
endorse any specifically designed communications, and to show our collective support for 
the visitor proposition.

The logos are just one part of a flexible visual language that is designed to compliment and 
reinforce our written messages and work across different channels, formats and applications. If we 
consistently use this visual language with our key messages, we will all benefit from the cumulative 
benefit of increased recognition and association with a clear and compelling visitor offer.

Our primary Refreshingly Buxton logo is the one to use by default.

Our secondary Buxton in the Peak District logo is most useful when we want to emphasise 
that particular key message or when we pair with a headline using the word "refreshing".

Our RB icon is useful as a simple graphic device, but will need to be qualified by using the 
words "Refreshingly Buxton" alongside.

Our B icon is most useful as small social media graphics. It's simplicity means it can 
be used with any organisation that incorporates the word "Buxton".

Our logos R
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When to use our logos.
While our logos are the visual expression of our brand – they help to reinforce the idea that 
Buxton is a refreshing place – they are not the brand itself. For that reason, there are times 
when it is more appropriate to use a logo, than others.

We use our logos more:
•  on central marketing campaign material (digital and print adverts, posters, merchandise etc). 

See examples on pages 53-55.

•  as a 'footnote' endorsing device (window stickers, website footers, bottom of posters etc). 
See examples on pages 51-52.

We use our logos less:
•  as a heading/lead device on partner communications (websites, posters, adverts etc). 

Use other elements of our identity (fonts, colours) instead. See examples on pages 47-49.

•  on partner social media images (photo and graphic posts). Use key messages and 
references to 'refreshing' in text or hashtags instead. See examples on page 50.

Our logos R
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Use this positive version on pale backgrounds. The word "Refreshing" 
can be used in different colours, to compliment different backgrounds 
and the word "Buxton".

Primary logo – positive R
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Use either of these reversed-out version on dark backgrounds. In the full colour version, the word "Refreshing" can be 
used in different brand colours, to compliment different backgrounds and the word "Buxton". See examples on pages 52-
54. The mono version is a 'safer' option – it will work as is on any dark background. See examples on page 50 and 53. 

Reversed-out version – full colour Reversed-out version – mono

Primary logo – reversed out R
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Use this positive version on pale backgrounds. The words 
"in the Peak District" can be used in different colours, to 
compliment different backgrounds and the word "Buxton".

Secondary logo – positive R
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Secondary logo – reversed out

Use either of these reversed-out version on dark backgrounds. In the full colour version, the words "in the Peak District" 
can be used in different brand colours, to compliment different backgrounds and the word "Buxton". See examples on 
pages 53. The mono version is a 'safer' option – it will work as is on any dark background.

Reversed-out version – full colour Reversed-out version – mono

R
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The RB icon can be used in different colours, to compliment different backgrounds. 
Best used in conjunction with the words "Refreshingly Buxton", or after the concept 
"Refreshingly Buxton" has been introduced (as we're doing in this toolkit).

RB Icon

R
Positive version Colour examples

R
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The B icon can be used in different colours, to compliment different 
backgrounds. Best used as small social media graphics and profile 
images. In this way, it can be used with any organisation that 
incorporates the word "Buxton".

B Icon

Positive version Colour examples

R



Graphic assets

R
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Limestone
C1  M2  Y12  K0

R254  G249  B232
#fdf8e8

Midnight
C70  M25  Y12  K80

R18  G53  B68
#123443

Water
C70  M25  Y12  K20

R63  G134  B170
#3e86a9

Ocean
C70  M10  Y10  K60

R26  G94  B114
#195d71

Peacock
C90  M30  Y50  K60

R0  G71  B71
#004747

Turquoise
C80  M20  Y50  K10

R24  G139  B131
#178b82

Forest
C75  M40  Y80  K55

R48  G75  B46
#304a2e

Moor
C29  M1  Y90  K18
R175  G184  B42

#aeb829

Purple
C40  M66  Y26  K70

R76  G46  B61
#4b2e3d

Heather
C20  M40  Y12  K30
R163  G132  B150

#a28495

Dusk
C10  M82  Y100  K70

R95  G33  B0
#5f2100

Red
C10  M85  Y100  K20

R183  G57  B16
#b73910

Gold 1
C0  M30  Y70  K60
R131  G102  B50

#826531

Gold 2
C0  M25  Y85  K20
R214  G168  B44

#d5a82c

Neutral Natural Heritage

Sky
C62  M22  Y0  K3
R97  G164  B216

#a1d9f7

Slate
C0  M34  Y26  K86

R70  G52  B48
#45342f

Our colours are designed to work together. The brighter colours on 
the bottom row can be used with their darker partner colour above. 
Please use the four blues as lead or 'hero' colours, as they will 
naturally be associated with 'refreshing'.

Colour palette R
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Roboto is used for body copy.

Download the free, licensed font (GoogleFont) here.

Inknut Antiqua is used for headings.

Download the free, licensed font (GoogleFont) here. 

                   is used for highlight text.

Download the free, licensed font (DaFont) here.

Our fonts are designed to work together. Use Inknut Antiqua for headings. 
It compliments the "Buxton" element of our logo. Use The Historia very 
sparingly, for highlight text. It compliments the "Refreshingly" element 
of our logo. Use Roboto for body copy and all other applications.

Fonts R

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Roboto?preview.text_type=custom
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Inknut+Antiqua?preview.text_type=custom
https://www.dafont.com/the-historia.font
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We sometimes use a shape to represent 'Buxton's place in the Peak District' 
as a container shape on designed elements to hold the logo, url, and any call 
to action. See examples on pages 53 and 55.

Container shapes R



Examples of identity in use

R
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Example website

Visit
Home      News      Plan your visit      Things to do      Accommodation      Food & drink      Festivals      Shopping      More      Contact

Welcome to Buxton, pride of the Peak District
Buxton is the place to refresh your body, mind and soul. It's a thermal spa town, nestled in the centre of the beautiful Peak District 

and the UK’s oldest National Park. There is stunning gardens, world-famous architecture, and a rich and vibrant range of music, 
theatre and festivals, You'll find a wealth of independent shops, cafés bars and restaurants, and natural wonders such as Poole’s 

Cavern, relaxing spas, attractions such as Buxton Opera House, Go Ape, Buxton Raceway and two golf courses. And with the mag-
nificent Peak District stretching all around but only ten minutes walk up from town, there really is something to refresh everyone.

Refreshing  
spa breaks Foodie adventures Nights out Explore

Great 
accommodation

In Buxton In the Peak District

Example homepage for Visit Buxton website. Note use of identity (but not logo), 
and making the link between Buxton and the Peak District in the headline 
and the UX/navigation. Proposition comes through the introductory text.

R
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Example social media

Comprehensive guide to visiting the spa town of Buxton Comprehensive guide to visiting the spa town of Buxton 
in Derbyshire. A place to restore, revive and refresh.in Derbyshire. A place to restore, revive and refresh.

#refreshinglychristmassy  

Using the simple "B" icon for Visit Buxton Instagram and Twitter 
accounts. Note proposition coming through the Instagram bio, 
and the Twitter hashtag.

R
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In partnership – websites

CARNIVAL
Join us for Buxton Carnival 
Saturday 11th July 
Parade starts at 2pm

Different campaign and key message graphics included on partner 
websites where applicable.

R
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In partnership – social media

For all our wonderful visitors to Buxton here's a map to the shop and 
of course the fabulous Cavendish Arcade - the home of
refreshingly independent shopping in Buxton.

Introducing the beautiful Buxton umbrella – for when 
the weather gets a little tooo refreshing! Really well 
made, surprisingly light and decorated with wonderful 
sketches of Buxton landmarks by local artist Phil Peck.

For partner social media posts, it's better to use key messages 
and references or allusions to refreshing (also reconnecting, reviving, 
relaxing, revitalising, restoring...) in the text and hashtags, than to 
repeatedly use the logo on images. As shown here.

R
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In partnership – logo as a footnote endorsement

HILARIOUSLY,

The logo is best used as an footnote or sign off endorsement, like a 
signature. So placed within website footers, the bottom of posters etc.

WE'RE  PROUD  TO  BE

WE'RE  PROUD  TO  BE

R
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In partnership – window stickers

PROUD  TO  BE

Re f r e sh i n g l y B U X T O

N
R

Another 'real world' way of endorsing, showing support.               

R
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Example campaigns – outdoor ads

It’s not all opera in 
Buxton. Some of us 
like a bit of
 heavy metal

Geoff Adamson, blacksmith 
and metalworker, 

Buxton
visitbuxton.co.uk

Breathe in the clear air of the beautiful Peak District 
and the views that go on for miles and miles.
Just ten minutes walk out of Buxton. 

YOUR SPIRIT

visitbuxton.co.uk

MY KIND  
OF middle  

            of nowhere

Forget the camping beans –
Buxton has the widest choice  
of places to eat and drink  
in the Peak District.

visitbuxton.co.uk

STARGAZING
A night under the stars 
or a night in front of the 
stars? You can do both  
in Buxton.

in the Peak District

visitbuxton.co.uk

R
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Example campaigns – digital ads

YOUR BODY
Buxton is the only place in the country where 
you can actually bathe in the pure mineral water 
at a perfect 27 degrees. Now that is refreshing.

MY KIND OF
Why rough it in the Peak District 
when you can Buxton it?

              THE  
   PUREST  
SPRING WATER

GOING WILD

R
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Example campaigns – print ads

YOUR TUMMY

We've everything from vegan and vegetarian, 
a lazy brunch to a Sunday roast, to some 
of the best home made cakes in the  
Peak District. Give your tummy  
a treat in Buxton visitbuxton.co.uk

visitbuxton.co.uk visitbuxton.co.uk visitbuxton.co.uk

MY KIND OF
wild swimming

Why rough it in the Peak District  
when you can Buxton it?

FLAT WHITE
without the faff

Maia makes the best coffee in the  
Peak District at Grounded Café, Buxton

FORAGING
in the Peak District

Wild mushrooms from the woodland 
floor, or perfectly poached eggs with 
mushrooms on sourdough.
Have both in Buxton

R





Thank you
If you have any queries on how to use the Refreshingly Buxton brand, 
please get in touch.


